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Attachment 1 

LOA Development Planning Document 

 

Because LORs are the basis for the development of timely and quality LOAs, it is important to ensure that the LOR 

is valid and complete. LORs are also reviewed for policy implications based on requirements identified in the LOR. 

CDs may be required to assist international partners in writing the Letter of Request (LOR); thus, they should use 

the questions below (Phase 1) to help guide LOR development. Requirements are validated and refined through the 

teaming process and via coordination with other U.S. Government FMS stakeholders and international partners. The 

questions below contain links to the SAF/IA Teaming SharePoint page, where CDs can find further details such as 

SAMM references, timeline guidance, and OPRs. This is not an all-inclusive and exhaustive list of issues, but 

rather a list of the most important considerations for proper LOA Development.  

 

The phases of the LOR/LOA development are:   

 

Phase 1:  Receive and Validate LOR: 

1. Determine if LOR is for standard FMS, Hybrid or Lease. If LOR is for Hybrid, also refer to the Hybrid 

Pamphlet. LORs for Lease cases require a slightly different process than Hybrid and FMS cases (see the 

LOR Lease Checklist).  

2. Note the Date of LOR and the Date LOR was received 

3. Determine whether the LOR requestor is valid (i.e., does the person signing the LOR have the authority to 

make this request?). Has receipt of LOR been acknowledged to International Partner? Must be 

acknowledged within 5 days. 

4. Was LOR channeled through DSCA and SCO (and DoS if SME)?    

5. Has a copy of LOR been provided to others (i.e., MAJCOMs, SAF/IAR, SAF/IAP, etc.)? 

6. What is the funding source (e.g., national funds, Foreign Military Financing [FMF], Operations & 

Maintenance Funds [O&M])?  

7. What are the desired defense articles and/or services? Is an LOR Capabilities checklist provided, if 

applicable? 

8. Are requested defense articles and/or services releasable?  (See SAF/IAPD) 

9. Has International Partner requested sufficient sustainment/support (e.g., training, spares, etc.) that enables a 

total package approach (TPA)? If not, is an explanation provided? 

10. What is the International Partner’s requested timeline for LOA delivery? Country Director may consider 

adding the case to the SAF/IA Case Prioritization List 

11. What is the International Partner’s requested product/services delivery date?  

12. Are any current FMS & DCS comparison studies being conducted?   

13. Is a non-recurring cost (NC) waiver for Major Defense Equipment (MDE) requested? If yes, internal 

processing required.  

14. Is sole source requested? If yes, internal processing required. 

15. Are grant excess defense articles (EDA) requested?  Is the International Partner authorized to receive grant 

EDA?  If yes, internal processing required. 

16. Does the LOR require additional meetings with the International Partner (e.g., a site survey)? If an FMS case 

https://pentagon.eis.af.mil/divisions/IAP/Teaming%20Page/Teaming%20Wikis/FMS.aspx
https://pentagon.eis.af.mil/divisions/IAP/Teaming%20Page/Teaming%20Wikis/DCS%20and%20FMS%20Hybrid.aspx
https://pentagon.eis.af.mil/divisions/IAP/Teaming%20Page/Teaming%20Wikis/Lease%20of%20Defense%20Articles.aspx
https://pentagon.eis.af.mil/divisions/IAP/Teaming%20Page/Teaming%20Wikis/DCS%20and%20FMS%20Hybrid.aspx
https://pentagon.eis.af.mil/divisions/IAP/Teaming%20Page/Teaming%20Wikis/Lease%20of%20Defense%20Articles.aspx
https://pentagon.eis.af.mil/divisions/IAP/Teaming%20Page/Teaming%20Wikis/LOR%20Lease%20Checklist.aspx
https://pentagon.eis.af.mil/divisions/IAP/Teaming%20Page/Teaming%20Wikis/Validity%20of%20Requestor%20and%20Acknowledgement%20of%20LOR.aspx
https://pentagon.eis.af.mil/divisions/IAP/Teaming%20Page/Teaming%20Wikis/Channel%20LOR%20through%20DSCA,%20SCO,%20and%20DoS.aspx
https://pentagon.eis.af.mil/divisions/IAP/Teaming%20Page/Teaming%20Wikis/Provide%20Copy%20of%20LOR%20to%20Others.aspx
https://pentagon.eis.af.mil/divisions/IAP/Teaming%20Page/Teaming%20Wikis/LOA%20Funding%20Source.aspx
https://pentagon.eis.af.mil/divisions/IAP/Teaming%20Page/Teaming%20Wikis/LOR%20Capabilities%20Checklists.aspx
https://pentagon.eis.af.mil/divisions/IAP/Teaming%20Page/Teaming%20Wikis/Releasability%20of%20Requested%20Articles%20and%20Services.aspx
https://pentagon.eis.af.mil/divisions/IAP/Teaming%20Page/Teaming%20Wikis/Total%20Package%20Approach%20(TPA)%20and%20Sufficient%20Sustainment%20Support.aspx
https://pentagon.eis.af.mil/divisions/IAP/Teaming%20Page/Teaming%20Wikis/FMS%20and%20DCS%20Comparison%20Studies.aspx
https://pentagon.eis.af.mil/divisions/IAP/Teaming%20Page/Teaming%20Wikis/Non-recurring%20Cost%20(NC)%20Waiver.aspx
https://pentagon.eis.af.mil/divisions/IAP/Teaming%20Page/Teaming%20Wikis/Sole%20Source.aspx
https://pentagon.eis.af.mil/divisions/IAP/Teaming%20Page/Teaming%20Wikis/Excess%20Defense%20Articles%20(EDA).aspx
https://pentagon.eis.af.mil/divisions/IAP/Teaming%20Page/Teaming%20Wikis/Use%20of%20Administrative%20Funds.aspx
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is not funding the requirement, see link for use of admin funds and internal processing.  

17. Are there any offsets included in this sale? 

18. Any special terms, requests, or legal requirements/issues?  

19. Are DCS requested items designated as FMS only? When advising international partners regarding potential 

DCS procurements, CDs should note that there are certain items that are designated as FMS-Only.  

 

Phase 2:  Other areas for consideration prior to LOA Development 

20. Is a country team assessment (CTA) required?  If yes, case development should not begin until CTA is 

received.  

21. Is a requested item not yet approved for AF inventory (i.e., Operational Test and Evaluation (OT&E) 

Incomplete)?  If yes, a “Yockey” waiver is required.   

22. Is dependable undertaking authorized? If no, international partner must pay the full amount of contracted 

support in the FMS case initial deposit (usually 70-90% of total case value for System Sales).  If a waiver is 

required see Link for internal processing. 

23. Are there any requested items requiring Enhanced End Use Monitoring (EEUM) (i.e., special 

notification/security requirements)? Are there any requirements to revise existing EEUM items?   

24. Does Partner have an Acquisition Cross-Servicing Agreement (ACSA)? 

25. Is a congressional notification (CN) AECA Section 36(b)(1) required? If yes, internal processing required. 

 

Phase 3:  LOA Development (All Issues addressed/resolved/communicated) 

26. CD tasks AFLCMC/AFSAT to develop the LOA.  (Annotate requested action on SAF/IA Teaming Action 

Plan—Attachment 4). 

 

Additional Information to Annotate 

27. Pseudo case identifier (for LOAs requiring CN or classified LOAs) 

28. Actual case identifier 

29. Program name, if applicable (obtain from SAF/AAZ), e.g., Peace Falcon 

30. Milestones and required actions indicated in Attachment 4, the Teaming Action Plan Template  

  

https://pentagon.eis.af.mil/divisions/IAP/Teaming%20Page/Teaming%20Wikis/Use%20of%20Administrative%20Funds.aspx
https://pentagon.eis.af.mil/divisions/IAP/Teaming%20Page/Teaming%20Wikis/Offsets.aspx
https://pentagon.eis.af.mil/divisions/IAP/Teaming%20Page/Teaming%20Wikis/Special%20Terms,%20Requests,%20Legal%20Requirements.aspx
https://pentagon.eis.af.mil/divisions/IAP/Teaming%20Page/Teaming%20Wikis/FMS%20Only%20Designated%20Items.aspx
https://pentagon.eis.af.mil/divisions/IAP/Teaming%20Page/Teaming%20Wikis/FMS%20Only%20Designated%20Items.aspx
https://pentagon.eis.af.mil/divisions/IAP/Teaming%20Page/Teaming%20Wikis/Country%20Team%20Assesment%20(CTA).aspx
https://pentagon.eis.af.mil/divisions/IAP/Teaming%20Page/Teaming%20Wikis/Pre%20Operational%20Test%20and%20Evaluation%20or%20Yockey%20Waiver.aspx
https://pentagon.eis.af.mil/divisions/IAP/Teaming%20Page/Teaming%20Wikis/Dependable%20Undertaking.aspx
https://pentagon.eis.af.mil/divisions/IAP/Teaming%20Page/Teaming%20Wikis/Enhanced%20End%20Use%20Monitoring%20(EEUM).aspx
https://pentagon.eis.af.mil/divisions/IAP/Teaming%20Page/Teaming%20Wikis/Acquisition%20Cross-Servicing%20Agreement%20(ACSA).aspx
https://pentagon.eis.af.mil/divisions/IAP/Teaming%20Page/Teaming%20Wikis/Congressional%20Notification%20(CN)%20AECA%20Section%2036(b)(1).aspx
https://pentagon.eis.af.mil/divisions/IAP/Teaming%20Page/Teaming%20Wikis/Tasking%20AFLCMC%20or%20AFSAT%20to%20Develop%20LOA.aspx
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LOA Development Planning Quick Reference Guide 

  

Action Items OPR OCR 

1. Country Team Assessment (CTA) SCO/Embassy Personnel SAF/IAR Country Director 

2. Congressional Notification (CN) 

SAF/IAR Country Director 

(Obtain info from AFLCMC/ 

AFSAT CCM/SPO) 

SAF/IARW, SAF/IAPD, SAF/IAPX 

(Prior to forwarding to DSCA) 

3. Dependable Undertaking Waiver SAF/IAR Country Director DSCA 

4. Nonrecurring Cost Waiver (NRC) 

SAF/IAR Country Director 

(obtain info from 

AFLCMC/AFSAT CCM/SPO) 

SAF/FMCE to DSCA 

5. Sole Source Processing 
AFLCMC/AFSAT CCM 

 

AFLCMC/WFISB or AETC/IA.   

SAF/IAPX process disapprovals, 

w/SAF/GCI and SAF/IAR coord 

(Prior to forwarding to DSCA ) 

6. Excess Defense Articles (EDA) 

Available 
SAF/IAR Country Director SAF/IARW 

7. Manpower Requirements Package 

(MRP) 

AFLCMC/AFSAT CCM to 

MAJCOM Manpower Offices 
SAF/IAPX 

8. FMS Only Determination SAF/IARW DSCA 

9. Acquisition Cross-Servicing 

Agreement (ACSA) 
AF/A4LX 

SAF/IAR Country Director 

(Info) 

10. Yockey Waiver SAF/IAR County Director DSCA 

11. Enhanced End Use Monitoring 

(EEUM) Requirements 
SAF/IAPX DSCA 

12. Program name SAF/IAR Country Director SAF/AAZ 
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Attachment 2  

Weapons and Disclosure Security Assistance Planning Questionnaire  

 

Many of the items below require close coordination from both Weapons (SAF/IARW) and Disclosure 

(SAF/IAPD). The questions below contain links to the SAF/IA Teaming SharePoint page, where CDs can find 

further details such as SAMM references, timeline guidance, and OPRs.  

 

1. Does LOR identify weapon system with advanced technology? If so, the LOR requires a Technology 

Security & Foreign Disclosure (TS&FD) assessment.  

2. Has the Country Director determined which items are currently established in the International Partner’s 

Existing Baselines? 

3. Does the LOR identify any non-U.S. inventory items requiring a Top-line? 

4. What is the specific configuration of the system or capability identified in the LOR? 

5. Does the Air Force have delegated disclosure authority for all the classified systems/capabilities, or are any 

of the information or aircraft sub-systems identified in the LOR owned by another Service? 

6. Does the country have a General Security of Military Information Agreement (GSOMIA) or Communication 

Interoperability and Security Memorandum of Agreement (CISMOA)? 

7. Do any of the systems in the LOR exceed country authorizations delineated in the NDP-1 or exceed any 

thresholds in an NDP-1 policy statement document maintained in SAF/IAPD?   

a. Is an Exception to National Disclosure Policy (ENDP) required? 

8. If an ENDP is required, has the SCO submitted a Country Team Assessment (CTA)? 

9. If an ENDP is required, has the Country Director completed a pol-mil assessment? 

10. Are there any low observable (LO) and counter low observable (CLO) equities that require coordination with 

and approval by the LO/CLO Executive Committee? 

11. Will COMSEC items be part of LOA? 

12. Are there COMSEC/CRYPTO equities associated with the requested systems that require coordination or 

approval by the Committee on National Security Systems (CNSS) IAW the CJCS 6510 process? 

13. Does the LOR identify Terrain Avoidance and Warning System for mapping and topographical data 

requiring National Geospatial-Intelligence Agency (NGA) approval? 

14. Does the LOR identify electronic intelligence database support for infrared and electronic warfare systems 

requiring National Air and Space Intelligence Center (NASIC) approval? 

15. Is DOD Chief Information Officer (CIO) approval required to support Global Positioning System (GPS) 

capability (i.e., EGD)? 

16. Are any foreign national visits or assignments to USAF bases and facilities anticipated? 

17. Is there a requirement for foreign national access to U.S. information systems? 

18. Is a contractor involved in the case?  If so, is an export license or ITAR exemption required? 

19. Is there any procurement with foreign companies?  If so, has clearance been received from the Foreign 

Disclosure Office (FDO) prior to solicitation? 

https://pentagon.eis.af.mil/divisions/IAP/Teaming%20Page/Weapons%20Teaming%20Wikis/Technology%20Security%20and%20Foreign%20Disclosure%20(TS%20FD).aspx
https://pentagon.eis.af.mil/divisions/IAP/Teaming%20Page/Weapons%20Teaming%20Wikis/Technology%20Security%20and%20Foreign%20Disclosure%20(TS%20FD).aspx
https://pentagon.eis.af.mil/divisions/IAP/Teaming%20Page/Weapons%20Teaming%20Wikis/Existing%20Baselines.aspx
https://pentagon.eis.af.mil/divisions/IAP/Teaming%20Page/Disclosure%20Teaming%20Wikis/USAF%20Top%20Line.aspx
https://pentagon.eis.af.mil/divisions/IAP/Teaming%20Page/Disclosure%20Teaming%20Wikis/Identifying%20System%20or%20Capability%20Configuration.aspx
https://pentagon.eis.af.mil/divisions/IAP/Teaming%20Page/Disclosure%20Teaming%20Wikis/Delegated%20Disclosure%20Authority.aspx
https://pentagon.eis.af.mil/divisions/IAP/Teaming%20Page/Disclosure%20Teaming%20Wikis/GSOMIA%20and%20CISMOA.aspx
https://pentagon.eis.af.mil/divisions/IAP/Teaming%20Page/Disclosure%20Teaming%20Wikis/GSOMIA%20and%20CISMOA.aspx
https://pentagon.eis.af.mil/divisions/IAP/Teaming%20Page/Disclosure%20Teaming%20Wikis/National%20Disclosure%20Policy%20(NDP-1)%20and%20Exception%20to%20National%20Disclosure%20Policy%20(ENDP).aspx
https://pentagon.eis.af.mil/divisions/IAP/Teaming%20Page/Disclosure%20Teaming%20Wikis/National%20Disclosure%20Policy%20(NDP-1)%20and%20Exception%20to%20National%20Disclosure%20Policy%20(ENDP).aspx
https://pentagon.eis.af.mil/divisions/IAP/Teaming%20Page/Disclosure%20Teaming%20Wikis/Country%20Team%20Assessment%20(CTA).aspx
https://pentagon.eis.af.mil/divisions/IAP/Teaming%20Page/Disclosure%20Teaming%20Wikis/Low%20Observable%20and%20Counter%20Low%20Observable%20(LO%20and%20CLO)%20Executive%20Committee.aspx
https://pentagon.eis.af.mil/divisions/IAP/Teaming%20Page/Disclosure%20Teaming%20Wikis/COMSEC%20Items%20within%20LOA.aspx
https://pentagon.eis.af.mil/divisions/IAP/Teaming%20Page/Disclosure%20Teaming%20Wikis/Approval%20by%20the%20Committee%20on%20National%20Security%20Systems%20(CNSS).aspx
https://pentagon.eis.af.mil/divisions/IAP/Teaming%20Page/Disclosure%20Teaming%20Wikis/Approval%20by%20the%20National%20Geospatial-Intelligence%20Agency%20(NGA).aspx
https://pentagon.eis.af.mil/divisions/IAP/Teaming%20Page/Disclosure%20Teaming%20Wikis/Approval%20by%20the%20National%20Air%20and%20Space%20Intelligence%20Center%20(NASIC).aspx
https://pentagon.eis.af.mil/divisions/IAP/Teaming%20Page/Disclosure%20Teaming%20Wikis/Approval%20by%20DOD%20Chief%20Information%20Officer.aspx
https://pentagon.eis.af.mil/divisions/IAP/Teaming%20Page/Disclosure%20Teaming%20Wikis/Foreign%20National%20Visits%20and%20Assignments.aspx
https://pentagon.eis.af.mil/divisions/IAP/Teaming%20Page/Disclosure%20Teaming%20Wikis/Foreign%20National%20Access%20to%20U.S.%20Information%20Systems.aspx
https://pentagon.eis.af.mil/divisions/IAP/Teaming%20Page/Disclosure%20Teaming%20Wikis/Export%20License%20or%20ITAR%20Exemption.aspx
https://pentagon.eis.af.mil/divisions/IAP/Teaming%20Page/Disclosure%20Teaming%20Wikis/Clearance%20from%20Foreign%20Disclosure%20Office%20for%20foreign%20companies.aspx
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20. Is there a public affairs communications plan requiring disclosure support? 

21. Are there arrangements for the government-to-government transfer of classified information or capabilities? 

22. Is there an existing international agreement that covers the disclosure of information to the partner? 

23. Is the system, capability, or information authorized for disclosure? 

https://pentagon.eis.af.mil/divisions/IAP/Teaming%20Page/Disclosure%20Teaming%20Wikis/Public%20Affairs%20Communications%20Plan.aspx
https://pentagon.eis.af.mil/divisions/IAP/Teaming%20Page/Disclosure%20Teaming%20Wikis/Government-to-Government%20Transfers.aspx
https://pentagon.eis.af.mil/divisions/IAP/Teaming%20Page/Disclosure%20Teaming%20Wikis/Existing%20International%20Agreements%20for%20Disclosure%20of%20Information.aspx
https://pentagon.eis.af.mil/divisions/IAP/Teaming%20Page/Disclosure%20Teaming%20Wikis/Authorization%20for%20Disclosure.aspx
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Attachment 3  

International Armaments Cooperation Planning Document  

 

I. Initiation Phase (OPR Varies) 

 

IAC programs begin with an idea. These ideas originate from a multitude of sources, including forums led by 

SAF/IAPQ, SAF/IAPS or AFRL (such as the ASNR or TWGs), various SPOs and PEOs, and sometimes 

potential partner nations. 

 

Once an idea is formed, exploratory discussions are held between the proponent and foreign counterpart. Such 

preliminary discussions are often characterized as “brainstorming sessions”, but may include the exchange of 

ideas governing the scope, management, money, and schedule of a potential program. However, proponents 

cannot make or accept binding commitments during these discussions. At this stage, SAF/IAPQ or SAF/IAPS 

participates as needed. 

 

For AFRL originated ideas, the Technical Project Officer (TPO) begins by developing a technical planning 

document. This document is designed to capture the objectives of a nascent cooperative program and scope of 

work, sharing of tasks, and possible funding sources for inclusion in a supporting IAC agreement. Upon 

completion of such work, AFRL/XPPI forms an International Cooperative Agreements Team (ICAT). 

 

For an idea generated at the HQ USAF level, SAF/IAPQ will form the ICAT. Participants shall include 

representatives from the Foreign Disclosure Office (FDO), Financial Management (SAF/FM), and AFRL. 

 

In each instance, the objective of the ICAT is to develop a draft IAC agreement and its supporting documents 

(i.e., Summary Statement of Intent (SSOI) and Delegation of Disclosure Authority Letter) – referred to as the 

International Agreement package. For IEPs, a Quid-Pro-Quo analysis is drafted instead of an SSOI, according to 

the AFI 16-110 and AFMAN 16-114.  

 

Once the IA package has been reviewed by the ICAT, field proponents staff the agreement through their chain of 

command. The lead office for these field proponents then submits the package to SAF/IAPQ for Headquarters 

Air Force (HAF) staffing. 

 

II. Development and Negotiations Phase (SAF/IAPQ-Led) 

 

The staffing of draft IAC agreements and its supporting documents often takes between 4-9 months, and is 

referred to as the development and negotiation phase. The steps in question unfold as follows: 

 

1-4 Weeks:  Once the IA package is received, SAF/IAPQ will review the draft agreement, SSOI, and DDL to 

identify errors in the documents, missing information, and areas that require clarification or revision.  Once these 

corrections have been made, SAF/IAPQ holds an internal peer review session, or “murder board”, to review all 

draft documents and make further revisions as required. All changes/comments are shared with the ICAT. 

 

2 – 4 Weeks:  The draft agreement is coordinated for HAF review and concurrence prior to the commencement 

of negotiations (known as the Request for Authority to Develop (RAD)). Coordination is conducted with 

SAF/GCI, SAF/FMBMM, SAF/AQRT, SAF/IAPD, and SAF/IAR division (appropriate regional division).   

(NOTE: If the agreement is a new MOU/A, it must be staffed through OSD (AT&L) IC/IN). Once HAF 

coordination is obtained, SAF/IAPQ will transmit the draft IA to the foreign partner for their comment/approval. 

 

Variations:  Negotiation time between SAF/IAPQ and a foreign partner(s) varies depending on the complexity 

of the IA. Most negotiations are conducted via email. Face-to-face negotiations are only conducted when 

necessary. Ideally, MOU/MOAs are negotiated within 9 months, Project Agreements (PA) within 6 months, and 

Loan Agreements (LA) within 4 months. 
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1 Week:  If substantial changes are made to the IA during negotiations, SAF/IAPQ will lead another “murder 

board” prior to staffing the IA and related documents for Request for Final Authority (RFA) to sign the 

agreement.  

 

III. Final Review and Approval Phase (IAPQ-Led or OSD-Led) 

 

The final review and approval of negotiated agreements caps the end of the agreements development process.  

This process often takes between 2-3 months and unfolds as follows: 

 

2 – 4 Weeks:  SAF/IAPQ resubmits the draft IA package to HAF for final coordination (known as Request for 

Final Authority (RFA)) if major changes were made during the negotiation phase.   

 

4 – 5 Weeks:  SAF/IAPQ submits the draft IA and SSOI to OSD (AT&L) IC/IN for RFA staffing if required. All 

IAs with the exception of IEAs and LAs must go through OSD. OSD circulates the draft documents internally 

(e.g., OSD (P), Comptroller, OSD (GC), etc.), to the other services, and to other government agencies (e.g., 

Commerce, State, etc.), as needed.     

 

1 – 4 Weeks:  Renegotiate any changes received from OSD review with international partner as needed. If 

international partner has additional changes, resubmit to OSD for final review.  

 

1 – 2 Weeks:  Upon approval from OSD, SAF/IAPQ will staff the IA to SAF/IAP for signature on 2 copies.  

 

2 – 4 Weeks:  SAF/IAPQ sends two U.S. signed copies of the IA to international partner for signature. After 

both signature pages are signed, one must be returned to SAF/IAPQ. Once SAF/IAPQ can verify the IA has been 

signed (via fax, email, etc.), SAF/IAPQ can begin the Case Act process. 

 

1 – 2 Weeks:  SAF/IAPQ notifies the project office that the IA has been signed. SAF/IAPQ holds the official 

copy for record and requests the DDL be released. SAF/IAPQ’s goal is to have MOU/MOAs signed within 3 

months and PAs/LAs signed within 2 months. 
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Attachment 4  

SAF/IA Teaming Action Plan Template 

 

Action # 1:  

Description of action to be accomplished and completed  

OPRs/OCRs for action/activity:  

Timeline and suspense date:   

 

 

Action # 2:  

Description of actions to be accomplished and completed  

OPRs/OCRs for action/activity:  

Timeline and suspense date:  

 

 

Action # 3:  

Description of actions to be accomplished and completed  

OPRs/OCRs for action/activity:  

Timeline and suspense date:  

 

 

Action # 4:  

Description of actions to be accomplished and completed  

OPRs/OCRs for action/activity:  

Timeline and suspense date:  
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